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Abstract. Although the incidence of credit card fraud is limited to a
small percentage of transactions, the related financial losses may be huge.
This demands the design of automatic Fraud Detection Systems (FDS)
able to detect fraudulent transactions with high precision and deal with
the heterogeneous nature of the fraudster behavior. Indeed, the nature of
the fraud behavior may strongly differ according to the payment system
(e.g. e-commerce or shop terminal), the country and the population seg-
ment. Given the high cost of designing data-driven FDSs, it is more and
more important for transactional companies to reuse existing pipelines
and adapt them to different domains and contexts: this boils down to a
well-known problem of transfer learning.
This paper deals with deep transfer learning approaches for credit card
fraud detection and focuses on transferring classification models learned
on a specific category of transactions (e-commerce) to another (face-
to-face). In particular we present and discuss two domain adaptation
techniques in a deep neural network setting: the first one is an original
domain adaptation strategy relying on the creation of additional features
to transfer properties of the source domain to the target one and the
second is an extension of a recent work of Ganin et al..
The two methods are assessed, together with three state-of-the-art bench-
marks, on a five-months dataset (more than 80 million e-commerce and
face-to face transactions) provided by a major card issuer.
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1 Introduction

Global card fraud losses amounted to 22.8 billion US dollar in 2017 and is fore-
seen to continue to grow [20]. In recent years, machine learning techniques ap-
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peared as an essential component of any detection approach dealing automati-
cally with massive amounts of transactions [12]. The existing work showed how-
ever that a detection strategy needs to take into account some peculiarities of the
fraud phenomenon [10, 11]: unbalancedness (frauds are less than 1% of all trans-
actions), concept drift (typically due to seasonal aspects and fraudster strategies)
and the big data and streaming nature [4]. Disregarding those aspects might lead
to high false alert rate, low detection accuracy or slow detection (see [1] for more
details). As a result the design of an accurate Fraud Detection System (FDS)
goes beyond the integration of some conventional off-the-shelf learning libraries
and requires a deep understanding of the fraud phenomenon. This means that
the reuse of existing FDS in new settings, like a new market (e.g. with a different
fraud ratio) or a new payment system, is neither immediate nor straightforward.

This paper depicts transfer learning strategies [23] in the adaptation of exist-
ing and effective models to new domains. In particular we focus on the heteroge-
neous nature of the credit-card transactions, related to the physical presence of
the card holder, which distinguishes between face-to-face (F2F) and e-commerce
(EC) settings. Face-to-face transactions occur when the buyer and merchant have
to physically meet in order to complete a purchase. In e-commerce (e.g. exchange
of goods or services through a computer network, like internet) transactions can
take place when the card holder is not physically with the merchant.

E-commerce fraud detection settings have been more studied in literature
[15, 3, 29, 12, 22] than face-to-face ones [21]. Though F2F frauds are typically
less frequent because personal identification number (PIN) is often required,
their impact is not negligible and worthy of consideration. Well-known examples
of F2F frauds are due to skimming i.e. the criminal action retrieving the card
holder information from the card magnetic strip.

The differences between the EC and F2F setting, notably in terms of differ-
ent ratios of genuine vs. fraudulent transactions and different attitudes of the
fraudsters, are reflected in different statistical properties of the two detection
tasks. At the same time much of the detection process is similar, for instance
in terms of feature representation of the transactions. It is therefore important
for card issuer companies to understand how much of the modelling and design
effort done in setting up an accurate detection system for EC (source domain)
can be reused and transferred to F2F (target domain).

We first review the topic of transfer learning and presents some state-of-the
art domain adaptation methods which can be used to transfer the knowledge
learned during EC fraud detection to enhance the detection of F2F frauds. Then,
it presents two original contributions: (i) the proposal of an original transfer
strategy relying on the creation of ad-hoc features (related to the marginal and
the conditional distribution) to improve the transfer from the source to the target
domain, (ii) the customization of an existing adversarial deep-learning strategy
(typically used in image recognition task) to the specific task of credit card fraud
detection (e.g. taking into account issues of unbalancedness and concept drift).

To the best of our knowledge this is the first paper assessing the quality of
transfer learning techniques for credit card fraud detection. Another specificity
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of the paper is the extensive assessment procedure carried out on a five-months
real-life dataset obtained from the major credit card issuer in Belgium.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces back-
ground and notation. Section 3 reviews related work. Section 4 details the
methodological contributions of the paper. Experimental comparisons are pre-
sented and analyzed in Section 5 and Section 6 discusses the results. Section 7
concludes this paper.

2 Background and Notation

Transfer learning (TL) is a crucial aspect of real-world learning: for instance,
learning to recognize apples might help to recognize pears, or knowing to play
piano might help learning electric organ [23]. Suppose also that you trained a
learning machine to label a website on the basis of existing websites. Transfer
learning could help to adapt the learner to deal with brand new websites [25].
The rationale of transfer learning is to fill the gap between two learning tasks
and to reuse as much as possible what was learned from the first task to better
solve the second one. More precisely, given a source domain Ds and learning task
Ts, a target domain Dt and learning task Tt, transfer learning aims to improve
the learning of the target predictive function ft(·) in Dt using knowledge in Ds

and Ts where Ds 6= Dt or Ts 6= Tt. Transfer learning requires at least a change
in domains or in tasks [26, 23]:

– A domain D is defined as a tuple (X, PX(·)), where X denotes the multi-
variate input and PX(·) its marginal probability distribution.

– Given a specific domain, a task T is defined as a tuple (Y, f(·)) where Y is
the label space and f(·) summarizes the conditional dependency (either the
regression function or conditional distribution).

Domain adaptation (DA) is a sub-field of transfer learning: there is a change
in the domain Ds 6= Dt but the task remains the same Ts = Tt. In this paper, the
task is the same, fraud detection, but there is a change of domain. In this context,
by source (with subscript s) we denote the original domain (e-commerce) while
target (with subscript t) refers to the new domain (face-to-face).

The transaction dataset is a collection of n vectors xi of size m where m is
the number of features (or attributes). The features are identical in the source
and the target domain but the marginal distribution changes between them.
Finally we define y as the column vector containing the class labels (fraudulent
or genuine) of the n transactions.

3 Related Work

Transfer learning and domain adaptation have been widely studied in the last
20 years but none, to our knowledge, were devoted to FDS. There are four main
classes of DA techniques in literature [24, 23, 25] which are described below.
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Instance weighting for covariate shift : the covariate shift scenario refers to
a non-stationary environment, that is a setting where the input distribution
changes while the conditional distribution remains the same [27]). This scenario
may occur when the training data has been biased toward one region of the input
space or is selected in a non-I.I.D. manner. Instance weighting methods aim to
weight samples in the source domain to match the target domain. For example
the paper [23] proposes to estimate weights of the source domain, trying to make
the weighted distributions of both domains as similar as possible.

Self-labeling methods: they include unlabeled target domain samples in the
training process, initialize their labels and then iteratively refine them. This
is often done using Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithms (for example
TrAdaBoost [9]). Hard versions add samples with specific labels while others [28]
assign label confidences when fitting the model. While efficient, the EM proce-
dure can be really computationally intensive, especially with large datasets.

Feature representation methods: they aim to find a new feature representation
for the data and belong to two categories. Distribution similarity approaches aim
explicitly to make the source and target domain sample distributions similar,
either by penalizing or removing features whose statistics vary between domains
or by learning a feature space projection in which a distribution divergence
statistic is minimized [17, 16]. On the other hand, latent feature approaches
aim to construct new features using (often unlabeled) source and target domain
data or, more widely, to find an abstracted representation for domain-specific
features [13, 17]. We discuss an easy way [13] to do so in Section 4.

Cluster-based learning methods: these methods construct a graph where the
labeled and unlabeled samples are nodes. Edge weights, between samples, are
based on their similarity. Labels are then propagated according to the graphs
(e.g. by means of graph-based classification). The main assumption is that sam-
ples connected by high-density paths are likely to have the same label if there
is a high density path between them [17]. Also those methods may be highly
computationally intensive, especially when working with large graphs.

Furthermore, deep neural networks methods (DNN) have been widely used
for TL and DA: their multi-layer nature can capture the intricate non-linear rep-
resentations of data, and provide useful level features for transfer learning [23].
Multitask learning [2] can be easily implemented by DNN, by training two or
more related tasks with a network sharing inputs and hidden layers but having
separate output layers. As far as domain adaptation is concerned, hidden layers
trained by the source task can be reused on a different target task. For the target
task model, only the last classification layer needs to be retrained, though any
layer of the new model could be fine-tuned if needed [23]. In other configura-
tions, the hidden parameters related to the source task can be used to initialize
the target model [8]. Autoencoders can also be used to gradually changing the
training distribution: In [7], a sequence of deep autoencoders are trained layer-
by-layer, while gradually replacing source-domain samples with target-domain
samples. In [18] the authors simply trains a single deep autoencoder for both
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Table 1. This table summarizes the five considered methods of this paper. More details
about the strategy and parameters can be found in Section 4.

Acronym Strategy Train set Test set Selected parameter

BDNN Baseline F2F F2F -
NDNN Naive EC F2F -
FEDADNN Imputation EC + F2F F2F -
AugDNN Add EC-related features extended F2F extended F2F λ = 10
AdvDNN Adversarial EC + F2F F2F nPC = 2

domains. Finally, Ganin and al. used DNN in an adversarial way (we will discuss
more extensively this approach in Section 4) to tackle domain adaptation [16].

4 Transfer learning strategies for fraud detection

As discussed in the previous section, several approaches may be taken into ac-
count to transfer information related to a source task to a target one. Though in
a realistic situation none or very few labeled training samples could be available
in the target domain, for the sake of assessment, we consider here an exper-
imental setting where training samples are available for both the source and
the target tasks. The target dataset is splitted in a training and test portion.
The test portion makes possible a sound paired assessment of all the considered
strategies while the training portion enables us to assess how much improvement
may derive from integrating the source dataset with (part of) the target dataset.

Table 1 lists the alternative strategies which differentiate in terms of training
set (different combinations of source and target) and transfer methodology. To
avoid biases related to the learning machine, all strategies share the same DNN
topology composed of two fully connected hidden layers and implemented on
Keras [6]. Based of preliminary results (not reported here), we set the number of
neurons in the hidden layers nh to 1.5 times the number of features (here, 37).

The five considered methods are (code on https://github.com/B-Lebichot):

– BDNN : this is our baseline DNN classifier (nh = 55). The train and test data
are composed of target (F2F) samples: no transfer learning in this baseline.

– NDNN : this is the naive strategy which simply consists in training the
same DNN (nh = 55) as BDNN on the source (EC) dataset and test it on
the target (F2F) testset. This approach is also often considered in literature
as a baseline [13] to assess the added value of a transfer learning strategy.

– FEDADNN : this is a basic feature representation method (Section 3) which
uses three versions of the original feature set: a general version, a source-
specific version and a target-specific version [13].
Each source column-feature xs is simply replaced by φs(xs) = 〈xs,xs,0〉 and
each target column-feature xt is replaced by φt(xt) = 〈xt,0,xt〉. where 0 is
a vector full of zeros. Where φs(xs) is the source mapping and φs(xt) is the
target mapping (roughly this is 〈general, source-specific, target-specific〉).
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This strategy allows to express both domains in an extended feature space,
imputing missing values. The augmented source data therefore contains only
general and source-specific versions while the augmented target data contains
both general and target-specific versions . Finally, φt is used to obtain the
test set from the original target data. As the number of features tripled
compared to BDNN/NDNN, we set nh = 165.

– AugDNN : this is an original technique whose rationale is to use informa-
tion from the source domain (e.g. conditional distribution, marginal input
distribution) as additional features of the classifier (for both training set
and test set). This strategy allows the classifier to learn from data how the
relatedness [5] between source and target samples is associated to the classi-
fication output. The main difficulty is that such information is not explicitly
available but can only be estimated. This is the reason why we fit both a
classifier and a dimensionality reduction to extract from the source domain
information about the conditional distribution and the input distribution
(see Figure 1(a) for an illustration). Other variants were studied (Gaussian
mixture models,...) but we select the more informative subset of features. As
a result we add three new features (denoted Aug1 to Aug3 ) to the original
feature set (therefore nh = 60) obtained as follows:
• We train a regular DNN source classifier. The first feature (Aug1 ) is then

the predicted activation value (i.e. estimated conditional probability) of
the output neuron for each F2F sample. [13] used a similar idea but used
the binary predicted value instead.

• We build a principal component analysis (e.g. PCA [19]) on the source
training set. The projections of the F2F transactions on the first two
PCs (nPC = 2) return Aug2 and Aug3.

The aim of adding such features is to encode in the training set the related-
ness between the source and target distributions, both from a marginal and
conditionally dependent perspective.

– AdvDNN : this is an adaptation of Ganin et al. [16] approach to the fraud de-
tection setting. The rationale is that the prediction model must use features
that cannot discriminate between the source and target domains. The origi-
nal approach was used for image recognition and combines a labeled source
domain and unlabeled target domain while here both source and target are
labeled. The method learns domain invariant features by jointly optimizing
the feature layer from the label predictor (here genuine versus fraudulent)
and the domain label (here F2F versus EC) predictor. The domain classifier
uses a gradient reversal layer (GRL) and a few fully connected layers [16].
The effect of the GRL is to multiply all domain-related gradients by a neg-
ative constant λ during back-propagation.
During the training, the feature layer is optimized to both minimize the label
classifier loss and to maximize (due to GRL) the domain classifier loss. This
approach promotes the emergence of features that are discriminative for the
main learning task on the source domain and non-discriminative with respect
to the domain tag [16]. A network illustration can be found on Figure 1(b).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of methods AugDNN and AdvDNN. For (b), nh = 55 and all
successive layers are fully connected. Notice that removing the domain classifier reduces
the network to the BDNN and NDNN baselines.

5 Experimental comparisons

In this section, the different methods of Table 1 are compared on a real-life credit
card transaction dataset obtained from our industrial partner.

The source database is composed of 37,882,367 e-commerce transactions (138
days: 85 training, 3 validation days and 50 test days) and 37 features. Validation
days are used to tune Λ. The fraud ratio is 0.366%. The target database is
composed of 47,619,852 face-to-face transactions (the same days and features as
the source database). The fraud ratio is 0.033%.

The accuracy indicator is Precision@100 (Pr@100) (for details on such mea-
sure see [12]) which reports the number of true compromised cards among 100 in-
vestigated. The number 100 is chosen since this is compliant with the daily effort
of the team of human investigators who manually check the transactions. For a
deeper discussion on accuracy indicators for FDS, see [4, 10, 12, 22]. Transaction-
based precision is sometimes used instead of card-based precision: We obtained
similar conclusions using transaction-based precision.

6 Discussion

Figures 2 and 3 compare methods described on Table 1 through a Friedman/
Nemenyi test [14] for cards-based Pr@100. We adopt a sliding window approach
(see Subsection 5). Friedman null hypothesis is rejected with α = 0.05 and Ne-
menyi critical difference is equal to 0.837. A method is considered as significantly
better than another if its mean rank is larger by more than this amount.

From Figure 2, it appears that the F2F detection accuracy is much lower
than the EC one. In previous works [12, 4] we showed that the EC Pr@100 can
attain 50% when no domain adaptation is involved. This is explained by the fact
that the F2F a priori fraud probability is ten times lower than for EC.
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Fig. 2. Boxplots representing the card-based precision@100 for each method (50 days
with one precision score per day). Notice that the a priori fraud probability is only
0.033%. The largest relative mean increase (NDNN versus AugDNN) is +59%.

1 2 3 4 5

NDNN
BDNN
FEDA

AdvDNN
AugDNN

CD

Fig. 3. Mean rank (the higher, the better) and critical difference (CD) of the Fried-
man/Nemenyi test for the five methods. A method is considered as significantly better
than another if its mean rank is larger by more than the critical difference CD = 0.838.

We also observe that BDNN and NDNN (the two baselines) are not such
different, showing that both tasks are actually related (this is confirmed by the
Friedman/Nemenyi test on Figure 3). However, the three considered domain
adaptation methods increase the accuracy with respect to the baselines.

From Figure 3, the FEDADNN algorithm is clearly less accurate than the
AugDNN and AdvDNN approach. Those two last methods cannot be signifi-
cantly discriminated on our data by the Friedman/Nemenyi test. However, a
Wilcoxon test between AugDNN and AdvDNN indicates that AugDNN signifi-
cantly outperforms with α < 0.05. Overall, AugDNN could be considered as the
best method emerging from our experimental assessment.

All experiments were carried on a server with 10 cores, 256 GB RAM and
three Asus GTX 1080 TI. These are the related execution times (feature ma-
nipulation and classification only): BDNN, NDNN, FEDADNN, AugDNN, and
AdvDNN runs in 12, 16, 23, 41, and 46 minutes, respectively. Note that accu-
racy comes at the price of increase execution time and that AugDNN is slightly
superior to AdvDNN both in terms of accuracy and run time.
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7 Conclusion

The paper studied the use of domain adaptation strategies in transaction-based
fraud detection systems. In particular, we considered e-commerce transactions
as the source domain and face-to-face transactions as the target domain.

We introduced two original methods. The first adds e-commerce related fea-
tures (both predictive and distribution-related) to the face-to-face transactions
to improve predictions. The second is an adaptation of the work from [16]. This
method learns domain invariant features by jointly optimizing the underlying
feature layer from the fraud tag predictor (here genuine versus fraudulent) and
the domain tag (face-to-face versus e-commerce).

Those two methods, and three others, were tested on a five-months (more
than 80 millions of transactions) real-life e-commerce and face-to-face credit
card transaction dataset obtained from a large credit card issuer in Belgium. The
second proposed method outperforms all the considered approaches and the first
proposed method comes second (in terms of performance and run time). Those
results are shown to be significant using statistical tests.

Future work will focus on scenarios characterized by a low ratio of labeled
transactions in the target domain. Better density estimation (using for exam-
ple Gaussians mixture models) for the source distribution of our first method
(AugDNN) will also be studied.
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